NOTES AND APPENDICES. VOLV.
N.B.—These Notes and Appendices are not afterthoughts; but are part of the materials from which
the main text has been built up. Some, such as the "Instrument" for preserving Queen Elizabeth's
person, and her Proclamation oj her reasons for helping the Netherlands (to rebd against Spain)> were
at first incorporated in extenso in the main narrative.
The revision and rearrangement (1936) have been so carried out that the wor1{ can be addressed
simultaneously to the general reader and to the intending teachers oj history, As will be seen (especially
from pp. 43, 81, 83-5, 134*7,165-8) misapprehensions on political matters arise frequently from lacl(
of first-hand acquaintance with the materials, which in epitome or paraphrase are apt fo be obscured or
changed in meaning. The present historian goes direct to the sources (which are fully indicated in the
footnotes); and readers, learned and otherwise, may be reminded that they are here introduced to the
personages of the i6th century as they were in lije,—unencumbered /;y 20//; century adaptation of
ideas or events,
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